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TRICKS OF ALL TRADES

Fake Dombelles—Knack of Breaking Stones With the Edge of the Teetle, Explained.

"There are tricks of all trades," said a man who was a ticket-taker at the circus, and the dealer in the trade of the circus tells how ordinary men can do things that seem to have been the result of luck. The man was an expert in the art of acquiring skillful tricks.

"The first trick I'll show you is to break a stone with the edge of the teetle," said the man. "All you have to do is to take the teetle and break it in two. Then you take the two pieces and rub them against each other. The stone will break apart." The man demonstrated this trick, and the audience was amazed.

Another stunt was to break a stick with the edge of the teetle. The man showed how to do this by simply rubbing the stick against the edge of the teetle. The stick would break in half, and the audience was impressed.

"And there's a trick you can do with a stone," said the man. "Take a stone and rub it against the edge of the teetle. The stone will cut through the air, and the audience will think you have supernatural powers." The man demonstrated this trick, and the audience was amazed.

"The final trick you can do is to break a board with the edge of the teetle," said the man. "Take a board and rub it against the edge of the teetle. The board will break in half, and the audience will think you have supernatural powers." The man demonstrated this trick, and the audience was amazed.

"These tricks are simple," said the man. "All you have to do is to take the teetle and break it in two. Then you take the two pieces and rub them against each other. The stone will break apart." The man demonstrated this trick, and the audience was amazed.

"And there's a trick you can do with a stick," said the man. "Take a stick and rub it against the edge of the teetle. The stick will break in half, and the audience will think you have supernatural powers." The man demonstrated this trick, and the audience was amazed.

"The final trick you can do is to break a board with the edge of the teetle," said the man. "Take a board and rub it against the edge of the teetle. The board will break in half, and the audience will think you have supernatural powers." The man demonstrated this trick, and the audience was amazed.
There is one great draw back with which the farmers of this county are now faced. The great yield of the last season has so increased the price of cotton that the farmers are not able to sell it at a profit. As a result, they are now not able to secure the necessary funds to purchase necessary supplies for the coming season. The great deal of complaint about hard times is justifiable. The farmers of this county are hard pressed. They are one of the best fertilizers of the land. They are the ones who till the land, they are the ones who care for the land, and they are the ones who should reap the benefits of their labor.
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*Buy a $12,50 over coat at >8.50

Mrs. Thompson, of Blackstock, is spending some time with the Armory. All kinds of pretty things suitable; for Christmas presents.
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The meeting of the Ladies Benevolent Society will be held on Tuesday, Dec. 12, in the library of the school. The committee on arrangements will hold its meeting at 8:30 o'clock.

The directors of the library have decided to give public entertainment for the benefit of the library. Dec. 10, in the evening. The proceeds will go to the benevolent societies.
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Death of Mrs. Lewis.

Died at the vineyard, near Gaston, Miss. Mrs. Lewis, in consequence of being run over by a carriage, by Rev. C. F. Johnson. After the accident, she was taken to the hospital, but her injuries were so severe that she had to be operated on. The operation was successful, and she recovered sufficiently to be discharged from the hospital.

There was a large crowd in town this week, and it was reported that a man was killed by a train.

At a workflow, last Wednesday, Mr. Bill Williams, of Blackstock, was severely injured in an accident by being run over by a train, while he was at work on the railroad.
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AND THEY MUST GO!

For the next Thirty Days, in order to reduce our Stock, we will sell

FOR CASH ONLY!

Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Clothing, Gents' Furnishings, Carpets, Mattings, Rugs, &c.

WE HAVE
Too Many Goods!

RICE -- Flour

If you want toatten hogs cheap and save Corn try RICE FLOUR.

If you want to give a hog something he likes try RICE FLOUR.

If you want to give them what who have tried it say RICE and BETTER than corn try RICE FLOUR.

For Sale and recommended by.

Mr. LINDSAY & SON.

"In the Valley.""